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you'll need to extract the files with a decompression utility like 7zip or winrar. but this time, do not extract a ps2 bios file by selecting right-click and extract here. the reason is that, since this download is a collection of ps2 bios files, extracting the specific bios you want without checking if there are other ps2 bios files, will make the extracted files carry the rest of files.
so if you get a specific file you want and you later find that there are other files with the same name, you may not be able to extract them and replace the specific one you're after. in addition to aforementioned region specific bios files, appnee included a korean bios because it's the only bios with which the ps2 runs on region other than pal. but as the language of the

bios is in korean, it's kind of tricky to obtain with a regular web browser. so appnee broke it down with this simple online tool: http://translate.j.mp/en the japanese bios files of scph are embedded in scph1007.zip and scph1007.zip.rar, and so on. (i.e, in the zip file itself) so just extracting the bios files will result in a file layout with multiple version number of the bios.
later versions of the bios supported the japanese emulators for bd-pal, bd-ntsc1, bd-ntsc2, bd-ntsc3, and bd-ntsc4. the new japanese bios is scph90903-1c-y01, dated april 7, 2009. any bios version above this will not show the japanese bd emulators. leave the folder open and open up the emulator and startup. if the emulator fails to boot, locate the folder containing the

bios files and double-click a bios file. reboot the machine and the game should boot.
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if you experience any issues while loading this game, start over and open the folder containing the bios files, and rescan
the game. once you have got it working, proceed to the next game. just be warned that some games do not work with
some bios files, so if you get an "out of range" error, try a different bios file. ps2 is the second-generation video game

console from sony. it was released in 2000 and offered a supersize tv-like display, but instead of delivering a full-blown
television set, instead it was designed as a game console. ps2 was the first playstation console to use dvd-roms as its

optical discs, though the ps1 already had used mini-discs. ps2 differs from its predecessor, playstation, in various ways,
including backward compatibility and game library. the console was powered by the playstation 2 engine, capable of

playing cd-rom-based games and dvd-rom-based games on the television screen. the unit also came with a headphone
jack so it could be played without disturbing the tv viewing. the first cd-rom drive for the playstation 2 is the d-50 (

wikipedia - d-50 ), which only stands for drive 50. it is made by lacie and released in april 2000. the d-50 is a 3.5-inch high-
density 250-gigabyte hard drive. in terms of prices, it is currently available for $280 at amazon . the main reason for the
d-50 was to increase the storage capacity for games. it also could be connected to ps2 through the system port. the d-50
was also capable of being resold to other playstation 2 owners. it can be found frequently on auction sites, such as ebay.
afterwards, the next hard drive drive for the ps2 is the d-101 ( wikipedia - d-101 ), which stands for drive 101. it is made
by lacie and released in february 2001. the first part of the d-101 is a dual-motorized 3.5-inch high-density 850-gb hard

drive. the second part is a set of custom firmware. the d-101 can be installed to ps2 through a special adapter. the d-101
was also capable of being resold to other playstation 2 owners. it can be found frequently on auction sites, such as ebay.
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